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PE & Sports Funding Grant
Proposed Spending 2020- 2021
From September 2013 the Government provided additional funding to schools to improve the provision of physical
education and sport in primary schools. The Government is not dictating how schools should spend this money
however schools will be accountable for how they spend their additional funding. The school receives a total of
sports premium funding £17,740. The school also carries forward some funding from the academic year 20192020 due to the Covid pandemic.
In the academic year 2020- 2021 the funding will be spent in the following ways:
• Hiring specialist qualified sports coaches to teach gymnastics with a focus on developing gross motor
skills in the EYFS alongside the teachers and support staff. This significantly impacts on the number
of children working at ARE in their physical development which is low on entry (33% of the cohort at
the ARE) and this will support pupils in further enhancing and developing these skills so that this does
not continue to be a barrier to children achieving a Good Level of Development at the end of the
EYFS.
•

PE subject leader to work closely alongside all teachers to ensure a broad, balanced and progressive
curriculum is planned and delivered across the school, following the progression plan for Physical
Development. Whole school CPD for PE to be delivered to increase staff’s knowledge, understanding
and skills in the teaching and assessment of PE and to ensure that there is clear progression across
the school. Ensure that continuing professional development opportunities are provided for all
teachers and support staff through regular training and joint teaching led by coaches and the PE
coordinator. This will improve the staff’s knowledge, understanding and skills in teaching PE.

•

Developing an outdoor classroom which will be a base for outdoor learning. This indoor/outdoor space
can be used all year round for the delivery of outdoor lessons and will be equipped with high quality
natural resources and provision. This can also be used as a lunch space, facilitate nurture/Thrive
groups and after school clubs such as The Woodland Watch.

•

Further build upon the use of outdoor spaces for nurture provision, including the allotment, guinea pig
garden, meadow/art space and spiritual garden. Further develop this provision by developing and using
a small section of the EYFS outdoor area as a small coup for chickens. This will allow children to
develop a good understanding of where their food comes from and will teach them how to care for the
chickens. Eggs will be used in cooking alongside produce from the allotment.

•

Develop a multipurpose space on the playground solving the drainage issues and providing a good
surface for the teaching of PE and a space that can be used for games at lunch and playtimes. The
space will be marked for multiple purposes. Staff will receive training on how to maximise the multiuse pitch.

•

Providing safe storage for children’s bikes and scooters promoting an active start and end to the
school day.

•

To provide an active and healthy start to the day for pupils through exercise and healthy eating
through the school’s before school kick start club led by one of the school’s HLTAs.
Continue to ensure that accurate assessment of gymnastics skills is in place to ensure pupils are
progressing across the British Gymnastic Association stages and are achieving well.

•

OFSTED will evaluate the impact that the sport’s funding has had on pupils’ lifestyles and physical well-being.

They pass this way only once so we should aim to litter their pathway with quality experiences

Please see below for a detailed plan, including costings, of the sports premium spending for 2020 - 2021.
Spending 2020 - 2021

Aim/Objective

Cost

External gymnastics coach
to work with EYFS
developing gross motor
skills.

To ensure that staff are confident in the delivery of gymnastics
including the use of specialist equipment and for specialist
sessions to be delivered at the local gymnastics centre.
To further develop gross motor skills in the EYFS which are low
on entry to school.

x 2 afternoons
£100 per week
Annual £4000.

PE lead release time for
monitoring, joint coaching.

To ensure that the progression plan designed by the subject
leader for PE is being followed and that teaching of skills in PE
is sequential and progressive.
To ensure new teachers have a robust induction which includes
joint teaching alongside the PE leader.
To increase physical activity exploring PAL.

£500

To develop an outdoor learning space that can be used in all
weathers to deliver lessons beyond the main classroom. This
includes use at lunchtimes and playtimes and for after school
clubs such as woodland clubs/forest schools.

Capital project
Resourced through
outdoor learning aspect
of premium £3,000

To resource the outdoor classroom with natural materials and
resources required for the delivery of lessons including provision
for the EYFS.

Training for all staff
£2,000

To develop outdoor teaching spaces further building upon the
existing outdoor spaces including the allotment, Guinea pig
garden, meadow and spiritual gardens to enhance and further
develop outdoor learning for all years.

£1000 to further develop
nurture space in EYFS
including adding to the
school allotment/GP
garden.

CPD for staff delivered on
PAL (Physically Active
Learning)
Development of an outdoor
classroom teaching space

Further development of
smaller learning spaces to
further facilitate outdoor
teaching.

Training for a lead member of staff to further develop learning
outdoors possibly through the forest schools programme.

£1000

Outdoor learning training
to be completed by a
member of staff £1,500.
£3,000 plus staff
training £1000
£4,000 total.

Develop the school
playground further making
this into a Multi-Use Games
Area for PE teaching and for
use at playtime.

To develop the schools sports provision including the school
playground, solving the drainage issues and pools of standing
water and installing a Multi-Use Games Area that can be used
for outdoor PE teaching and for planned activities at playtime
and dinner time.

Encouraging children to walk,
bike or scoot to school.

To increase the number of children having an active start to the
day by promoting walk, bike and scoot to school. Storage for
bikes and scooters to be purchased to facilitate this.

£300

Kickstart before school club
for each class on a weekly
basis led by a sports coach.

To encourage pupils to arrive early to school and to be actively
involved in physical activity and exercise at the start of their
school day.

X 30 mins per week
£500
Snacks- £300

Membership cost for British
Gymnastics Association

To ensure pupils receive their proficiency award.
To ensure that pupils are assessed in Gymnastics to the British
Gymnastics Standard and are awarded the correct proficiency
stage from UFS to end of KS1.

£220 including badge
cost.

To celebrate sporting achievements with parents at home.

They pass this way only once so we should aim to litter their pathway with quality experiences

